
Introducing Plus-Clean™, a professional range of cleaning products 
designed for your plastic card printer and equally high in performance 
for vending equipment, credit card machines (PDQ) and General IT 
equipment. 

“Save time, reduce waste, lesson hardware downtime and help 
prevent unnecessary repairs and costly printhead replacements”

The new Plus-Clean™ range is the result of extensive research and 
over 2000 development hours within dedicated laboratories, using the 
most advanced equipment, sophisticated instruments and modern 
technology.

Leading the way in card printer cleaning innovation, we are committed 
to delivering the highest quality cleaning products available on the 
market today. Plus-Clean™ has been developed using Statistical 
Process Control Charts and constant on-site quality monitoring 
processes to ensure stringent quality requirements are not just met, 
but exceeded.

Simplifying the range

With over 60 different cleaning kits spread across the various leading 
card printer makers, selecting the correct kit at the size you require 
and cost effectively can be a daunting experience?

Thanks to Plus-Clean™ that’s a thing of the past. Having simplified 
the vast array of cleaning products available, you can now select 
exactly what you require from a series of just 6 value add kits.
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Ultra Cleaning Kit
(5 x Cleaning Swabs, 5 x CR80 Cleaning Cards, 40 x Cleaning Cloths)

Premier Cleaning Kit
(25 x Cleaning Swabs, 50 x CR80 Cleaning Cards)

Pro Cleaning Kit
(25 x CR80 Cleaning Cards, 25 x Long T Cleaning Cards)

Plus-Express Cleaning Kit
(4 x Feeder Cards, 4 x Print Engine Cards)

Rio/Tango/Avalon Cleaning Kit
(10 x Long Cleaning Cards, 5 x Cleaning Swabs, 5 x Adhesive Cleaning Rollers )

CX/Prima Cleaning Kit
(10 x Adhesive Cleaning Cards)

EcoEdge™ 
Not only is the manufacturing quality 
and the simplicity of how you buy important, 
the packaging is too and we’re proud to 
confirm our outer packaging is made from 
renewable resources and also recyclable.

Waste from swabs and cloths drying 
out before you’ve used them are no 
longer an issue. Plus-Clean™ kits 
come with individually wrapped 
items, designed to increase 
the shelf life of your cleaning 
consumables. The longer they last, 
the less you waste.

Clean is Green!
High quality cleaning with Plus-Clean™ can reduce waste and:
+ Help prolong the life of your equipment
+ Support uninterrupted printing time and deliver more quality 
 printed cards first time - every time
+ Provide unique, flexible buying options with added value
+ Reduce waste and save you money


